Ni exposure impacts the pool of free Fe and modifies DNA supercoiling via metal-induced oxidative stress in Escherichia coli K-12.
The biology of nickel has been widely studied in mammals because of its carcinogenic properties, whereas few studies have been performed in microorganisms. In the present work, changes accompanying stress caused by nickel were evaluated at the cellular level using RNA-Seq in Escherichia coli K-12. Interestingly, a very large number of genes were found to be deregulated by Ni stress. Iron and oxidative stress homeostasis maintenance were among the most highly enriched functional categories, and genes involved in periplasmic copper efflux were among the most highly upregulated. These results suggest that the deregulation of Fe and Cu homeostatic genes is caused by a release of free Cu and Fe ions in the cell which in turn activate the Cu and Fe homeostatic systems. The content of Cu was not significantly affected upon the addition of Ni to the growth medium, nor were the Cus and CopA Cu-efflux systems important for the survival of bacteria under Ni stress In contrast the addition of Ni slightly decreased the amount of cellular Fe and activated the transcription of Fur regulated genes in a Fur-dependent manner. Cu or Fe imbalance together with oxidative stress might affect the structure of DNA. Further experiments revealed that Ni alters the state of DNA folding by causing a relaxed conformation, a phenomenon that is reversible by addition of the antioxidant Tiron or the Fe chelator Dip. The Tiron-reversible DNA relaxation was also observed for Fe and to a lesser extent with Cu but not with Co. DNA supercoiling is well recognized as an integral aspect of gene regulation. Moreover our results show that Ni modifies the expression of several nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs), important agents of DNA topology and global gene regulation. This is the first report describing the impact of metal-induced oxidative on global regulatory networks.